Hospital defends its
treatment of Charlie
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beautiful little Charlie go." The parents, from Bedfont, west London, had
been told by Prof Michio Hirano, a
New York neurologist who has pioneered an experimental therapy for
children with a similar condition to
Charlie's, that there had been a chance
of helping their son.
Miss Yates said it was "unfortunate"
that Prof Hirano had not been given
access to GOSH's "raw data'' in April at the time of a previous High Court
hearing - that showed "no actual evidence of irreversible brain damage".
Two doctors said further scans carried out last weekend had not shown
"irreversible" brain damage, as the
hospital had claimed earlier this year,
but a new MRI scan on Friday had
revealed "irreversible" deterioration
of his muscles that meant he was
untreatable.
Miss Yates said: "They [the doctors]
both agreed that treatment should
have been started sooner.
"There is one simple reason for
Charlie's muscles deteriorating to the
extent they are in now - time. A whole
lot of wasted time.
"Charlie had a real chance of getting
better.
"It's now unfortunately too late for
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him:' Miss Yates said her son
remained an "absolute warrior", adding: "We could not have more love and
pride for our beautiful boy.
"His body, heart and soul may soon
be gone, but his spirit will live on for
eternity and he will make a difference
to people's lives for years to come:'
She said comfort came from knowing "Charlie may have been too special
for this cruel world", and that she and
her partner now wanted to spend as
much time with him as possible before
his ventilator was removed.
"We are now going to spend our last
precious moments with our son, Charlie, who unfortunately won't make his
first birthday in just under two weeks'
time;' she said.
"Sweet dreams baby. Sleep tight our
beautiful little boy. Charlie Matthew
William Gard. Our little hero:'
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